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ABSTRACT
This poem/lyrics is being considered as the Anthem of the incoming nonprofit organization (corporation) which shall own, operate and sponsor Scientific GOD Institute ("SGI") and Scientific GOD Journal ("SGJ", this journal).
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I’ve dreamed a quantum dream in which I became one with the Almighty:
IT revealed to me that IT alone is the Architect, Creator of all that exists;
IT creates, sustains all things by ITS imagination, the spin of ITS mind, body;
IT causes evolutions of the same by ITS mighty will, love of ITS creations;
GOD’s scientific Truth is ready to march on.

Glory to Scientific GOD;
Victory to Scientific GOD;
GOD’s scientific Truth is ready to march on.

My mind’s eye has caught a glimpse of the inner workings of the Almighty:
The essence of which is matrixing self-creation with ITS ethereal mind, body;
I’ve brought back a few pieces of the treasure in experiments, mathematics;
Oh, we’re all quantum-entangled parts of the Almighty - “our body is ITS temple”;
GOD’s scientific Truth is ready to march on.

Glory to Scientific GOD;
Victory to Scientific GOD;
GOD’s scientific Truth is ready to march on.

My soul has felt the footsteps of GOD’s presence in the sub-atoms of my body:
IT has sounded the quantum trumpet to guide us on the scientific path to Truth;
IT has drawn ITS scientific sword to aide us in our search of the same;
Oh, let’s be clear in our eyes, resolute in our hearts, swift in our steps;
Since GOD’s scientific Truth is ready to march on.

Glory to Scientific GOD;
Victory to Scientific GOD;
GOD’s scientific Truth is ready to march on.
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My mind’s ear has heard GOD’s calling to all of us the submitters to Truth:
Reform those establishments which are anti-progress, anti-Truth;
Save the misguided, hypocrites from the black hole, the hell they’re falling into;
Be the hero to free all from darkness, ignorance - lead them to Truth;
GOD’s scientific truth is marching on.

Glory to Scientific GOD;
Victory to Scientific GOD;
GOD’s scientific Truth is ready to march on.

The scientific GOD Kingdom is coming in a quantum leap with no warning:
Let’s be ITS scientific, spiritual vessels to carry Science, Religion to new Heights;
Let’s be ITS title wave, peacemakers to thrust mankind into the Paradise;
Oh, let’s carry on ITS work so that mankind shall advance, not perish from the Earth;
GOD’s scientific Truth is marching on.

Glory to Scientific GOD;
Victory to Scientific GOD;
GOD’s scientific Truth is ready to march on.